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Introduction
Sensory Toys and Assistive Resources Collection
Wexford County Council Public Library Service is committed to providing quality information and resources to support parents,
children and young people. This collection of toys and assistive resources has been established to respond to the growing
demand for intervention services for children and young people with extra needs. We hope that it will help parents, health
care professionals and teachers in working together to support the children in their care.
We anticipate that the service will offer children and young people opportunities to develop skills, increase confidence and
promote independence. The collection has been carefully developed in collaboration with therapists working in the local
community and national organisations that work to support children and young people with extra needs. This project was
grant aided by The Department of Rural and Community Development through the DAF (Dormant Accounts Fund) programme.
For more information and to book items please contact your local library.
Items can be borrowed by joining any Wexford Library. The collection is available to any individual who lives, works or goes to
school in County Wexford. Terms and conditions of use apply. Membership is FREE.
Items in this catalogue can be requested at www.wexfordcoco.ie/libraries and collected by the borrower from their local library.
All items will be sanitised before each loan period.

Conditions of Use
Membership and registration with your local library is free of charge
to any individual who works, lives or goes to school in County
Wexford.
To register, users do not require a letter of referral from an
Occupational Therapist, Speech and Language Therapist, Resource
Teacher, MedicalPractitioner or other professional working with them.
Teachers and Special Needs Assistants do not need a referral letter
from their school principal to register to borrow on behalf of the
school.
Equipment should only be used on the advice of a professional.
Library staff cannot make recommendations on equipment.
Children using the equipment should be monitored at all times.
In the interest of Health & Safety standards, please inform library staff
if equipment is faulty or incomplete.

Items can be requested online, by phone or in person.
The loan period is three weeks. The loan period can be extended by
renewing the item online, by phone or in person.
Assistive software can be used at home, in the classroom and in
your local library on the public access computers by arrangement.
Items may vary slightly from the images in this catalogue but will
function in the same way.
Items shown in this catalogue are current at time of publication
(2021) but some items may be withdrawn or replaced.
Batteries: Rechargeable batteries will be supplied by Wexford Library
Service for use with all resources that require them. Batteries must
be returned together with the resources at the end of the loan
period.

Contact Details
Wexford Library
053 91 96760 wexfordlib@wexfordcoco.ie
Gorey Library
053 94 83820 goreylib@wexfordcoco.ie
Enniscorthy Library
053 92 36055 enniscorthylib@wexfordcoco.ie

Bunclody Library
053 93 75466 bunclodylib@wexfordcoco.ie
New Ross Library
051 421 877 newrosslib@wexfordcoco.ie
Mobile South 087 417 6014
Mobile North 087 417 5810
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Assistive Software &
Technology
Software can be borrowed for use in the home or
classroom. It may also be used by pre-booking a public access computer in your local library.

BeatBot
Who likes to move? BeatBo does! Get the dance party started by pressing
BeatBo’s tummy or any of the buttons on BeatBo’s feet to activate fun
songs, learning content and dance moves. Three modes – Dance ’n
Move, Learning and Games, and Customised Sing-Along introducing letters,
colours, counting, music, cause and effect and much more.

Bee-Bot
The perfect starting point for teaching control,
directional language and programming.
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Bee-Bot Obstacle Course
Challenge students to program Bee-Bot®
through the obstacle course. Includes 10
wall pieces, 6 doorways and 2 arches to
allow for variation and progression from
lesson to lesson.

Buddy Button
A reliable, durable, colourful switch,
with auditory and tactile feedback

Yellow Standard 63mm

Red Big 115mm
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Environmental Control Inclusive Click-On 2
Offers all the options you expect from a mains controller
and more. Fully electronic controls give more features and
greater accuracy than other devices. With two fully
independent channels, it can operate two mains devices
simultaneously using the same settings. With easy touch
controls and clear indicator lights, it is simple to choose
the desired functions.

Bugatti Switch Activated
A super cool and detailed replica remote controlled
switch adapted Bugatti Chiron.
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Helping Others Fire Truck
Firefighter Erika and her partner, Firefighter Karson, race into action in the fire truck to lend a
helping hand in their community. Off to the rescue! Press down on the driver's seat to hear
realistic sounds, phrases, and fun songs about teamwork and helping others.
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Jelly Beamer Twist with SLAT
Jelly Beamers include a wireless transmitter and
receiver. Turn both components on, plug the receiver
into any switch adapted toy or device, and you’re ready
for wireless access. Beamers are paired with their own
receiver, meaning multiple devices can be used in the
same room at the same time, without interference.
Effective range is up to 9 metres.

Micro Light Switch
A very light touch switch for those who have limited
movement. Activated by pressing down on the top
surface with a feather light touch.
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Nessy
Nessy programs are designed to help students of all abilities learn to read, write, spell and type,
especially those who learn differently. Flexible enough to be adapted to how the individual learns,
Nessy can be used to supplement an existing program or as a complete system of instruction.
Every resource is graded so the student is not expected to know anything that has not yet been
taught. Multisensory activities, reading and spelling are taught at the same time.
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Pal Pad Switch
Pal Pads are flat switches, approximately 3 mm thick, yet are very rigid and durable. They are
designed to be tolerant of rough usage. They come with a foam rubber backing you can attach to
the back to minimize slipping. Ideal for those users who are distracted by audible clicks or those
who require a very low profile switch and can exert very little pressure.
Large 114 mm x 152 mm
Small 64 mm x 102 mm
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Paw Patrol Switch Activated
With realistic details and Chase moulded in the
driver’s seat, users can recreate their favourite
moments from the hit TV show. The simple
design of the included Pup Pad controller
makes it easy to race Chase to the rescue – with
switch adaption for two switches, drive Chase
forward, or reverse and turn. Use any two
3.5mm switches. Contains small parts and
requires supervision.

Penguin Racer Switch Activated

Watch as the penguins are hoisted up the ski lift ladder, then slide
quickly down the winding slope before they do it all over again.
Releasing the switch lets the penguins stop for a breather. Use a
3.5mm switch. Contains small parts and requires supervision.
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Reading Eggs
Reading Eggs make learning to read interesting and engaging for children, with great online
reading games and activities. Children will enjoy the games, songs, golden eggs and other
rewards which really help motivate the children to keep exploring and learning.
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Switch USB Box
The switch box sets the standard in ease of use and
flexibility by automatically detecting the software you
are using and setting up the switches for you. Works with
practically all accessible software. You can have any key
press or mouse click you like for each switch.
Automatically detects the software you are using. Sets
itself up automatically when you open a new program.

Thomas and Friends Remote Control
A switch adapted toy for all the Thomas fans.
The easy to use remote control allows the child
to move Thomas forwards and backwards. For
best performance, use on a hard flat
surface or low pile rug or carpeting.
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Touch Typing TTRS
TTRS is a highly accessible and award-winning
multi-sensory programme that teaches touch typing,
reading and spelling at the same time. The programme
can be used to support learning in children aged 8+
with dyslexia, dysgraphia, ASD, ADD, ADHD, Down
syndrome and other special educational needs.

Trotting Pony
At a simple push of a button on his long lead rein, this
little pony trots forward or pauses to neigh, shaking
his thick mane and tail. He has a lovely, shiny coat and
comes with a pink brush for grooming.
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Unicorn Race
Switch it on and the small unicorn figures will automatically ascend the staircase towards the
slide. When they reach the top, each unicorn will then descend along the winding path,
completing a circuit that leads them through an arch in the centre of the unit before they finish at
the foot of the stairs, ready to repeat the process.
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Fine Motor Skills
These items aid coordination of muscles, bones and nerves to
produce small, precise movements. Some may also support literacy,
numeracy, language development and problem solving.

Basic Skills Board
Getting dressed won’t be such a puzzle once zipping, buckling,
snapping, lacing and tying, and other dressing skills are mastered.
Each skill is contained on a separate, wooden puzzle piece for
easy practice.

Bee Hives
Six friendly bees, with little felt wings and cute smiles, and
their pods will help children to buzz your way into a fine
motor skill, colour-matching adventure.
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Busy Woodpeckert
Develop fine motor skills by spinning the windmills and making
Mr. Woodpecker tap against the tree. While children play, they can
be encouraged to think of a story about what is happening inside
Mr. Woodpecker's nest to help develop their language skills.

Construction Set
With 48 wooden pieces (including nuts, bolts, drilled bars to connect,
and a child-size screwdriver), this classic building set gives children all
they need to create and build.
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Design & Drill Robot
Develop creativity and support STEM learning in children
with this 3D, Design & Drill® robot.

Design & Drill-My First Workbench
Power up imaginations with this creative construction set
giving endless hours of unplugged play that supports
STEAM learning through artistic play and basic engineering.
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Doorbell House
An incredible toy to help with fine motor skills, hand eye
coordination and help understand cause and effect.

Double Handed Tracking Board-Stars
Promotes hand-eye coordination and
handwriting skills.
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Easy Grip Crayons
A set of 6 crayons with easy grip plastic handles.
Red, yellow, blue, pink, green, black
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Finger Strengthener
Use motor planning, tactile discrimination, and small muscles
to move the gumballs into their colour-coded chambers.
Tiny fingers don’t even notice the workout their muscles
are getting.

First Shapes Puzzle
A great activity to encourage hand-eye
coordination and visual perception skills.
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Froggy Feeding Fun
Develops fine motor skills and strengthens muscles for the pencil grip.
Promotes colour recognition and counting practice.

Giant Wooden Lacing Beads
Good for developing manipulative skills and encouraging
early mathematical understanding.
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Graphical Exercise Set 1
Sets of 3 manipulative boards to improve
hand motoric, precision of movements and
visual-motoric coordination.

Graphical Exercise Set 2
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Hoot the Fine Motor Owl
Use the coloured coin counters with different functions on
the owl to help develop strength, hand-eye coordination,
grip and scissor skills through five fun hands-on activities.
Hoot, Hoot!

House Pets
This extra thick wooden puzzle includes three big puzzle
pieces with jumbo wooden knobs for easy grasping. A great
activity to encourage hand-eye coordination and visual
perception skills.
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Lacing Blocks - Safari
Promotes hand-eye coordination, fine motor skills, pre-writing
skills and mathematical skills. Encourages creativity and
story telling.

Large Farm
Seven favourite farm animals and a farmer stand out against
the big red barn in this eight piece wooden puzzle.
Encourages hand-eye, fine motor and visual perception skills.
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Large Peg Puzzle-Vegetables
High quality wooden puzzles with large
wooden handles for easy use.

Lock Latch Board
Lock Latch board is all about learning how to use and open
different kinds of locks. There is a combination lock, key,
T-bar and latch. Find out what’s inside by opening the
different locks.
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Magnetic Maze for Two
Develop multiple skills using these magnetic
activity boards. They will help children develop
number recognition, counting skills and improve
their hand-eye coordination and manual dexterity.

Magnetic Number Maze
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Magnetic Turtle Maze
Develop multiple skills using magnetic activity boards
to help develop number recognition, counting skills
and improve hand-eye coordination and
manual dexterity.

MegAbility Beads
Encourages fine motor, large motor planning, coordination and
eye-hand skills. Use for stringing, colour recognition, motor
planning and as a pull toy.
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Moogy
Moogy’s bright colours and charming appearance make
him into a great friend who will help children learn to
master zips, buttons, buckles and laces.
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Rainbow Balance
Discover the basics of balance with this colourful classic rocking
toy. This will teach colour and number recognition, matching
and sorting, fine motor skills, and develop problem solving skills.

Round & Round Goes Mr Bear Wall Game
Feel the gears go click-clack as the train wheels spins.
This engaging toy stimulates hand-eye coordination
and helps children to learn about the concept of cause
and effect as the gears rotate.
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Ruff’s House Teaching Tactile Set
Builds fine motor sensory play skills, plus teaches children about
matching, taking turns and sharing.

Shape Sorter Popper
Teaches basic shapes and develops early maths
skills through sorting and matching. Practices fine
motor skills.
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Snap-n-Learn Matching Dinos
Children will have endless hours of fun and build up their fine
motor skills as they play with these colourful dinosaurs. Making
up stories as they play will support language development.

Sound Puzzle Vehicles
Place a vehicle puzzle piece correctly in the puzzle
board and listen to it toot, beep or rumble. Eight great
sounds and a full colour, matching picture beneath
the eight wooden pieces.
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Sound Puzzle Musical Instruments
Place an instrument piece correctly in the puzzle
board and listen to it play.

Super Sorting Pie
Fruity pie teaches key early numeracy skills as children sort the
fruit counters. Place the sorting cards into the pie base to
provide visual cues. Jumbo tweezers will help to reinforce
motor skills.
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Take Along Tool Kit
This 24 piece set includes wooden nails, screws, nuts
and bolts for hours of creative, "constructive" fun.
All will love using the hammer, wrench, and
screwdriver to build their projects.

Techno Jumbo Toolkit
This building toy stimulates coordination as well as logic and creativity,
helping children to understand basic principles of mechanics while
enjoying themselves.
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Theraputty Set
Designed to meet a wide range of strengthening needs,
theraputty can be squeezed, stretched, twisted or pinched.
Yellow - Soft
Red - Medium soft
Green - Medium
Blue - Firm

The Wheels on the Bus Sound Puzzle
While the wheels on the bus go ’round and ’round,
children will be developing their sorting skills and
fine motor skills.
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Twist and Turn Puzzle
This educational wooden toy provides children with
an introduction to different shapes, colours and
textures. Twist and turn each of the brightly coloured
wooden squares, triangles and circles to slide down
pegs until they reach the base. As an added twist, the
wooden squares must be slid down the peg in order
of size, biggest to smallest!

Wooden Lacing Farm Animals
Develop hand-eye coordination, fine motor skills and
attention skills with this great activity. With cute farm
animal art on both sides, it's fun to practise lacing and
tracing skills with this wooden set.
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Wooden Writing Slope
This board has a purposefully made slippery surface to ensure
children use both hands, one to hold the paper in place, the
other to write, complete with a silicon ridge running along the
edge to stop the paper and books from falling off.

Writing Warm—Ups Tool Kit
Fun tools designed for finger warm-up “exercises” before
handwriting activities.
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Gross Motor Skills
These items aid the use of muscles that support
movement of the arms, legs and core.

Balance Board-Maze
Maze Balance Board is an intermediate balance board that
improves balance to a higher level.

Bilibo-Purple and Yellow
The Bilibo's round shapes and bright colours will
stimulate curiosity and encourage inventiveness.
Children can move in them, rocking and spinning to
support development of their gross motor skills.
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Disc O Sit Junior 32cm Cushion
An inflatable, dynamic air cushion that mimics both the
movement and shape of a therapy ball.

Disc O Sit Large 39cm Cushion
This cushion is smooth on one side and bumpy
on the other side. It is a valuable support to
keeping good posture, and can be used on the
ground as a tool to perform balance and
motion exercises.
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Floor Surfer Scooter Board
The Floor Surfer has been developed in partnership with children’s
physiotherapists. The raised front part of the Floor Surfer supports
the coccyx when the child is sitting and the sternum when child is
lying down. Scooter boards can be used to develop skills in the
following areas, upper body, core strength, motor planning
activities and as part of a sensory diet.

Forever Up Down (Small)
Move the infinite track round and round but keep the ball on the
track with three dimensional movements.
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Giant Air Board Blue
A unique balancing board with a hard surface on a soft inflatable base, ideal
for exercising motor control and strengthening muscles in the ankles, legs
and upper body.

Gorilla Gym Kids Deluxe 6 Piece Gym
The Gorilla Gym is a great way to encourage children to develop their gross motor skills and will also
support sensorytherapy.
The Gorilla Gym conforms to both ASTM F2276-2010 – Standard Specification for Fitness Equipment and the relevant parts of ASTM F: 1148 – 09
Standard Consumer Safety Performance Specification for Home Playground Equipment.
These safety tests include a rigorous process of testing for various considerations, including spacing between adjacent swing elements, hooks, head
and neck clearance, hangers, minimum ground clearance, endurance testing, as well as tests for lead and Phthalate content.
Adults should read instructions carefully to ensure the safe set up of Gorilla Gym and monitor
and ensure the safe play of children and young people using the equipment.
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Gym Ball-45cm
These exercise balls are used to improve flexibility,
coordination and gross motor skills. Also used for core
strengthening, mobility exercises, and balance training.

Gym Ball-55cm
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Handtrainer Eggserciser
These solid egg shaped gel balls are designed to strengthen
weakened or injured hands and wrists. They help improve
handgrip strength, finger dexterity, and muscle tone.

Extra Soft

Medium

Soft

Firm
49

Hedgehog Stones
Hedgehog stones are a set of 6 hemispherical shaped objects with
sensory points on the curved area for children to step on for
sensory, balancing and massaging purposes.

Move & Sit Cushion Junior & Senior
Move and Sit provides movement and a lot of tactile
stimulation without ever leaving your seat! A
perfect seating option for children who have
a hard time staying put, and for those who
aren’t really sure where their bodies are in space.
Track with three dimensional movements.
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Peanut Physio Roll-55cm
Physio rolls provide greater stability than a round ball
with the saddle shape making it easy to straddle, sit
on or roll over. Designed to improve balance, gross
motor skills and core strength, can also be beneficial
for those with attention or movement needs.

Rainbow River Stepping Stones
Each stone features a different slope and texture that challenge
balancing skills while providing sensory stimulation to
children’s feet. The game’s difficulty level can be adjusted
through 3 directional points and the ability to stack two
stones together.
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Rody Red with Rocking Base
The Rody horse is a valuable support to help develop balance,
movement and coordination skills.

Roller Seat
Forwards or backwards, it doesn’t make any difference with the
symmetrical soft roll board because its seat always faces the front.
This toy will strengthen children’s muscles, encourages them to move
and promotes their coordination skills.
Only suitable for children aged 1-3 years old.
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Rotago 2
Rotago is a fun way to build balance, coordination and movement skills.
Just stand on it and try to go in circles without falling off. Rotago
improves the strength of postural and abdominal muscles with fun and
motivating exercises.

Rotation Board
Rotation Boards encourage simple manual manoeuvres
providing the sensation of rotation.
Large & Small
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Scooter Board 43cm
Scooter boards can be used to develop skills in the following
areas, upper body and core strength, motor planning activities
and as part of a sensory diet.

Seesaw
Classic play equipment in a unique new design. Pliable synthetic
rubber domes on the underside of the seesaw provide a softer,
more dynamic movement.
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Sens ‘o’ Roll
Similar to a peanut roll where most of the movement
occurs forward and backward giving more stability
than a gym ball. This Sens'o'Roll has a bumpy surface
all over for a sensory and tactile experience.
D55 cm, L 90 cm.

Sensyball Large 28 cm
The Sensyball balls are soft and pleasant to touch. Thanks to
their bumps they provide a healthy stimulation of the
pressure points.
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Sit ‘n’ Gym 45 cm & Sit ‘n’ Gym 55cm
The Sit’n’Gym, a modern reinterpretation of the chair, provides the same beneficial effects
of correct posture maintenance as the classic physiotherapy ball. It is equipped with small
feet, which help to stop the ball rolling around. Children who crave movement find it very
difficult to concentrate when sitting still. This cushion helps to satisfy this sensory need
for movement.
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Squeeze Foam Blocks: Set of 4
These foam blocks are used during hand therapy to perform joint mobilization exercises
for the treatment and diagnosis of hand injuries and disorders.
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Tactile Massage Ball Therasensory 65cm
This 65cm gym ball has a knobbly surface all over to relax and
stimulate muscles and provide tactile feedback . These
exercise balls are used to improve flexibility, coordination
and gross motor skills. Also used for core strengthening,
mobility exercises, and balance training.

Tai Chi Balance Board Large
The balls can run through 3 different mazes. The inserts
can also be used for hand exercises. Not suitable for
children under 36 months
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Speech, Language
& Social Skills
These items support verbal and non-verbal communication
to aid interaction and communication.

101 Games for Better Behaviour
This practical book includes games that will help to explore the five areas
highlighted in the SEAL resources: self-awareness, managing feelings,
motivation, empathy and social skills. Through these exciting games and
activities, children will learn that an effective community is built on
co-operation, tolerance and enjoyment.

101 Games for Self-Esteem
101 Games For Self-Esteem will enable teachers to share the fun, humour and
friendship of games.

101 Games for Social Skills
This book will help children to develop positive relationships. It teaches looking,
listening, speaking, thinking and concentration skills.
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ADHD Classroom Kit in a bag
These practical resources have been designed in conjunction
with teachers and learning support assistants to support
children who have ADHD. These resources focus on behaviour,
impulsiveness, concentration, noise levels, rewards
and instruction.

Better Builders Emotions
Better Builders® Emotions feature 6 dramatic play
characters. The faces express 6 distinct emotions to which
children can relate: happy, sad, angry, surprised, confused,
and scared. The ability to recognize and understand these
emotions and their association with colours provides
invaluable depth to everyday play. Create new
personalities and allow for personal connection by
changing the friction fit hairstyles.
61

Bunny Boo
Is the rabbit looking through the round hole or through the
star shaped one? Is it standing on top of the yellow, the red
or the blue block? Some challenges may look very similar,
yet the solution can be completely different depending on
how far the ears of the rabbit stick out. Bunny Peek-A-Boo is
a fantastic and fun introduction to concepts such as
above/below, inside/outside, visible /hidden, etc.

What Are They Thinking?
Inspiring and creative resource for developing
empathy, understanding feelings and
recognising emotions. Includes a CD-ROM with
all the images to print out as individual
worksheets. A valuable resource for SEAL.
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Conversation Cubes
Use in character development activities, brainstorming
before writing, and to build oral language, social and
listening skills, activity guide included.

EMO Moogy
This game will help children identify their
emotions and disclose their feelings. They will find
out why we feel happy, sad, surprised, bored,
satisfied, angry, disgusted and frightened. Moogy
undergoes mood changes just like any other
children. Knowing their emotions and causes will
assist in finding a solution for minor
emotional conflicts.
63

Emoji Cubes
Develop early learners' self awareness, social and
emotional skills with these brightly coloured
cubes. Images and prompts will encourage
children to think about how they’re feeling and to
talk about their emotions.

Emotiblocks
A set of characters with interchangeable pieces which
enable children to freely create likeable characters:
there are over 100 possible combinations. This game
comes with activity cards and is an entertaining tool to
help children become familiar with the main
emotions.

64

Emotional Faces Pack 2 (20cm)
Set of 6 inflatable balls, each with a face showing a different emotion. These balls are fun
to use and especially appealing for younger children.
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Fan: What I Can Do When I Feel Angry
This is a really useful tool to support children and give them options to behave appropriately
when they feel angry. The fan will help them work through and focus on the suggestions that
most suit the child’s environment or setting.
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Fan: I need…
Encourage individuals to communicate by showing them the
pictures and verbalising the response.

Fan: Positive Praise
The Positive Praise fan reinforces positive behaviour and helps
the child to feel good about themselves. When this happens,
they are more likely to repeat the positive behaviour that they
were praised for.
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Fan: Positive Rules
It’s easy to say no, don’t or stop. Use this fan to provide a visual
clue to tell the child what you would like them to do in relation
to social rules and instruction in a positive way. If a child is
shouting, use the ‘use your indoor voice’ symbol or if a child is
taking turns then use an appropriate petal and pass the fan
backwards and forwards between the children when it is their
turn. This fan can really help children to understand and
remember positive social rules.

Fan: Staying Safe
10 petals each with key messages to support children and
young people to understand the key rules of keeping
themselves safe. The fan looks at safety issues such as playing
outdoors, not accepting gifts or sweets, not accepting lifts, not
hugging a stranger and not playing in dark or lonely places.
Internet safety awareness is supported as is telling a trusted
adult of any worries or concerns that a child may have.
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Fan: What I Can Do To Calm Down
Children often revert to poor or unacceptable behaviour when
they do not know how to self manage their emotions. This fan
supports children to find alternative behaviour that may help
them to feel better and calmer. There are 9 ideas to help children
and young people recognise how to manage their emotions
by undertaking their own calming techniques.

Find & Feel 3D Shapes and Tiles
Deal out the tiles and then ask the children to reach into the
bag to feel and find the corresponding wooden shape. Includes
geometric and object shapes.
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Fun Deck (Super): 200 more Sight
Words plus Sentence Building
Help children expand their sight word knowledge with 200 More
Sight Words Super Fun Deck containing 465 word cards and
punctuation cards. Increase sentence building skills with
capitalized words and punctuation marks for use in making
sentences.

Fun Deck: All About You, All About Me
These questions and more will help your students sharpen their ability to
ask and answer basic questions. Students can use the 56 question cards
to talk about themselves and learn about others. The deck includes basic
questions, open-ended questions, content cards, and game ideas.
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Fun Deck: Body Awareness
Includes 56 illustrated cards featuring Otis, the OT Gorilla, in different
body positions. Enjoy working on body scheme, spatial awareness, and
visual perceptual skills while imitating Otis. Choose a card with the skill
you want to improve, and have fun playing the suggested games.

Fun Deck: How Would You Feel If…
How Would You Feel If... Fun Deck has 56 entertaining cards to help
students discuss and/or write about their feelings using a variety of
situations. Each card has a colourful illustration with a "How Would
You Feel If..." question.
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He’s Not Naughty
This distinctively illustrated book is a quick and quirky way to
explain to friends and family why children with autism behave
the way they do. Unique visuals make this the perfect book for
children to empathise and get a sense of what it's truly like to
have autism.

It’s Raining and I’m Okay
This bright and reassuring picture book offers calming strategies, useful
symbols for pre-readers, and downloadable notes to support children
who feel anxious out of the home.
“Oh no! It's raining! Oh no! People everywhere! Oh no! It's getting noisy!
But I count to ten, take a deep breath...and I'm okay.”
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Magic Rainbow Ball
The balls can be moved around using the empty hole, which allows
the puzzle to be jumbled. Move all of the balls back into their proper
places to solve the rainbow ball puzzle. Helps to improve logical
ability to judge, develops patience and is also a useful
decompression tool.

My Book of Feelings
This picture book is ideal for children to help them understand why
they might experience different emotions, and what they can do to
help them manage their emotions in a positive way. Written in
simple language, this book will be an excellent tool for any child
who finds it difficult to understand their emotions, particularly
those with attachment difficulties, learning or
developmental disabilities.
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Full Page Reading Overlays
Reduce visual stress when reading books,
exam papers and documents with coloured
page overlays.

Rory’s Story Cubes
Rory’s Story Cubes® is the creative story generator that
encourages creativity, develops social confidence,
enhances language development skills and supports
social connections.
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Self Awareness Activities Talkabout Cards
This set features 20 group games to encourage self
awareness and effective social skills. Fun, quick and
easy to play, this game features the familiar
Talkabout drawings to provide visual cues.

Sing-Along Nursery Rhymes
Sing along with favourite characters like “Humpty Dumpty” and
“Jack and Jill” with this unique wooden peg song puzzle. Match the
six illustrated wooden puzzle pieces to the pictures in the beautifully
carved wooden puzzle board to hear six different nursery rhymes.
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Socially Speaking Game
This brilliant board game teaches and reinforces social
skills in a fun way. The game focuses on social
interaction in three key areas: home, school, and the
wider community. Children are given the opportunity
to practise vital skills such as listening, turn-taking,
asking questions, making telephone calls and
conveying emotions. Ideal for 3-6 players.

Tactile Maxi-Memory “Everyday Life”
A large format tactile memory game with different textures featuring
real images of everyday life. Used to work on tactile discrimination,
visual memory and attention through the sense of touch. You can play
both the classic and tactile memory games. Inspired by
Montessori methodology.
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Talkabout Board Game
The Talkabout board game is a journey through
the week where a player will encounter a number
of different social skills tasks that need to be
completed in order to get to the end of the week.
The purpose of the game is to work together.
There is no winner. Once a player has got to the
middle of the board, their role is to help the other
to get there too. For 2-6 players.

Who Am I? Talkabout Cards
The Talkabout 'Who am I?' cards have been designed to be used with
an individual or small group to practice good communication and
social skills. The cards help to encourage group conversation and
allow children to practice and improve good social skills with others.
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Play & Life Skills
These items aid the development of cognitive, social and physical skills.

Bilibo Game Box: counting,
sorting, matching
Take six Mini Bilibos, add a customizable bouncing dice with 36
colour chips, and you have a fascinating construction set for
countless games and activities. Match colours, play tiddlywinks,
stack and balance, flick and aim, throw and catch, sort, count
and learn, roll the dice and invent your own games.

Colour Cards: Basic Sequences
48 cards illustrating everyday activities in 3 step sequences.
These demonstrate simple sequentially related actions which
help establish basic concepts and encourage an understanding
of order and direction.
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Colour Cards: Listening Skills
Indoor Sounds (CD)
40 cards and sounds to enhance language
development. Commonly heard sounds are
accompanied by easily recognised pictures.
Contains human sounds, everyday sounds,
activity sounds, leisure sounds, animals and
birds, out and about, having fun, and transport
sounds. Indoor Sounds (CD) and Outdoor Sounds (CD )

Colour Match Eggs
A plastic egg box containing a dozen eggs which each pull apart to
reveal brightly coloured centres with numbers to match with their
corresponding pegs and holes. Ideal for learning to count, number
recognition and colour matching.
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Dress Up Mr Dragon
Each element of dressing is represented on Mr Dragon. His hat has a
hook and loop closure in two places, under his chin and on the back
strap. The cape uses a clip belt. The non removable waistcoat has
three buttons while the second portion of his waistcoat has 4 mm
poppers and the bottom of his vest has a zip. His shoes develop
lacing and tying skills. The cape, hat and shoes are removable.

Hands On Play and Learn Ball:
Icebreaker/ Conversation Starter
A fun way for children to learn more about each other, by talking
about themselves, while playing toss and catch. This is an ideal
way to combine cognitive and social skills development
and physical exercise.
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Manipulative Doll Boy, 75cm
These are large soft dolls dressed in several layers of clothes
with different fastenings (wooden and plastic buttons,
studs, Velcro, zips, laces and buckles).
Manipulative Doll Girl, 75cm

Number Matching Maths Bus
This wooden school bus grows with a child’s developing skills and
interests. It features a top that lifts off, number pieces and maths
symbols to fit through the matching holes, and cards showing numbers
and equations to match and solve.
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Sand Timer 5 Minute (Blue, Orange & Blue)
Sand timers offer a traditional visual demonstration of the passing of time.
Easy for children to understand and ideal for use in timed games, for timing experiments
and completing tests, or to measure specific periods of time for activities such as reading,
creative writing or tidying up.
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Sandtimers: Set of 5
Set includes 30 sec, 1 min, 3 min, 5 min and 10 min.
Each timer is 9 cm high.

Stacking & Lacing Caterpillar
Children will love this colourful caterpillar. Help them
learn to count either by colour or by stacking the rings.
Each ring, like the caterpillar's head, becomes a chunky
wooden bead when the toy is used for lacing activity.
The creature's nose or tail can serve as a lacing stick.
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Sensory &
Tactile Skills
These items aid neural development and
support learning, language development, problem solving skills and social interaction.

Bubble Fun Machine
The rotating bubble wand wheel blows bubbles and the wand
has various shapes which are great for active and imaginative
play.

Cat Lap Weight
Weighted products are calming, improve focus and attention, improve
body awareness and help to decrease sensory seeking behaviours.
Weighted toys are useful as part of occupational therapy for children
living with ASD, stress, ADHA and anxiety.
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Dark Den
The Dark Den offers a safe space or cool down spot for children who may become
overwhelmed by sensory stimuli. The children can relax and take time to calm and
regulate their system.
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Dark Den Accessories Pack
This offers a collection of sensory resources for use in a Dark Den or any darkened
environment, items included will help to support relaxation and regulation of the
sensory system.
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Colour Night Light Projector
The projected colour light aids relaxation and helps to
support sleep in children. The light casts images on ceilings
and walls and promotes a calming relaxed cosy atmosphere.

Glow Construction, 12 Cubes
A set of construction bricks in two sizes that light up and
change colour when they are turned. Children will love turning
the blocks in their hands to see which colour they will change
to next.
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Jumbo ABC 123 Rug
Children will have jumbo amounts of fun
exploring and learning the alphabet,
numbers, colours, and shapes on the
Jumbo ABC and 123 Rug.

Kaleidoscope Lamp
Once activated, coloured lights shine onto the wall whilst the
specially shaped light piece begins to turn, causing the
colourful patterns to move around the projected area.
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Lap Weight
Helps to stabilise fidgeting legs. The weighted lap pad provides
reassuring downward pressure to the upper thighs while the user
is in a seated position.

Laser Twilight
The laser star projector will fill any dark space with a super sharp
spectacle of animated stars and cloud formations and even
includes the odd shooting star. Includes a new function whereby
both the blue clouds and the green laser stars can be
independently switched on and adjusted.
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Lava Liquid Circles
This round sensory gel tile provides a wonderful visual and tactile
light up experience that really will encourage children to move
around and explore the surfaces.

Lava Liquid Tile Mix Set
This is a visual and tactile light up experience that will encoura g
movement and exploration. The tiles will withstand jumping
on and strenuous use by children and adults as well as the
weight of wheelchairs. The set can also be used on a table
top of any flat surface. Simply apply a little pressure to create
a dramatic visual effect.
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Lizard Lap Weight
This weighted lizard is recommended for all
children, but was designed specifically for
children with ADD, ADHD, ASD, and anxiety.
The weight can help children remain attentive
in class, focus during homework, alleviate excess
energy or provide the necessary calmness
for bedtime.

Resistance Fish Tunnel
Promotes core strengthening, better breathing,
calming and improved focus and attention. The tunnel
also helps to develop spatial awareness, coordination
and gross motor skills. Pulling is not recommended for
children who exceed 45 kg.
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Sensory Bags with Windows - Set of 6
A set of 6 Sensory Bags, each bag with a window through
which you can see what material is inside. In each bag
there are different hidden treasures that need
to be found.

Sensory Blocks
A beautiful set of 16 building blocks with natural hardwood
surrounds and a variety of different centres that will
stimulate the senses. Some are filled with liquid, others with
glitter, beads and sand. The blocks can be used for building,
for creating patterns or as a stimulus to children’s creativity.
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Snuggle Roll
This is a tactile memory foam filled cylindrical cushion with
a soft machine washable micro suede cover that can be
zipped off for cleaning and washing. The Snuggle Roll can
be squeezed tight for a snuggle or used to support the
head and neck or feet. Size 40cm x 15 cm

Soft Sea Whale Cushion
Large Soft Whale Cushion, ideal for
soft and floor play.
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Stress Ball (Set of 3)
These soothing and sensory balls are great as fidget toys, stress balls, or just to play. They
have the signature Rubbabu velvety feel. Squishy and soft, this toy is safe from birth up. It
has a fuzzy tactile surface that feels great to the touch.
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Vibrating Octopus Pad
This colourful fun-shaped vibrating pad can help to calm children who need more sensory
feedback. With the soft furry face, smooth eyes, tactile tentacles, springy hair, vibration
option and the weighted feel of the pad, this item can also help to develop tolerance of
different sensations.
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Weighted Blankets
Made in a soft, breathable material to reduce potential overheating for the child, this
weighted blanket is ideal for those who need help with calming down, relaxing and sleeping.
It can be used in a range of home or school settings, for example, as a calming strategy at school,
in the car, or for helping with settling off to sleep.
3lb (1.36kg) 5lb (2.27kg) 8.8lb (4kg)
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